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Abstract 6 

Gas-solid fluidized beds have heterogeneous flow structures, which affect the reactions due to uneven 7 

distribution and limited mixing of reactants. Some model approaches neglect these heterogeneous structures and 8 

use a homogeneous assumption instead. This work demonstrates the effects of neglecting this heterogeneity. 9 

Eulerian multiphase modeling is utilized to model fuel conversion in a fluidized bed riser. The effects of the 10 

chemical reactivity of the fuel, the amount of fuel in the reactor and the fluidization regime are investigated. The 11 

model data are time- and space-averaged into 1D results and compared with a 1D modelling which assumes 12 

homogeneous distributions in radial direction. Based on this study, the negligence of the heterogeneous flow 13 

structures leads to significantly higher local and overall reaction rates and conversion in the system. 14 

Keywords: fluidized bed, combustion, Eulerian multiphase, CFD modeling, reactivity, mass transfer 15 

1 Introduction 16 

Gas-solid fluidized beds are widely used in different industrial applications such as combustors, where large 17 

heat or mass transfer rates are desired [1]. The heat and mass transfer and thermochemical reactions appear on 18 

multiple time- and length-scales and a good understanding of these is essential for the design and analysis of 19 

fluidized bed processes. The heterogeneous nature and the strong coupling between the previously mentioned 20 

phenomena make fluidized beds challenging to study, both experimentally and with numerical models. One 21 

challenge in the numerical modeling is finding the balance between the model accuracy and applicability.  22 

 

 

1 The article can be cited as :Nikku M., Bordbar H., Myöhänen K., Hyppänen T., (2020) “Effects of 
heterogeneous flow structures on carbon conversion in gas-solid circulating fluidized beds”, Fuel, Vol. 
280, pp. 118623. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.fuel.2020.118623. 
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The Eulerian-Eulerian (e.g. kinetic theory of granular flow) and Eulerian-Lagrangian (e.g. multiphase particle-23 

in-cell) methods are commonly applied for pilot-scale to industrial-scale simulations [2]. This work concentrates 24 

on the Eulerian-Eulerian (E-E) approach, where both the gas and the particle phases are considered continuous. In 25 

the E-E approach, the mesh resolution needs to be sufficiently fine to capture the meso-scale features of multiphase 26 

flows. Sometimes mentioned rule-of-thumb for the size of the calculation cell is in the order of ten times the 27 

particle diameter [3]. For practical studies of industrial-scale systems, the mesh resolution needs to be considerably 28 

coarser to achieve reasonable calculation times. Moreover, the time-dependent simulations are usually simulated 29 

only for a short process time, in the order of few minutes, for obtaining data for representable averages [4–8]. The 30 

computational cost can be further reduced by using longer time steps or applying a steady-state solution method 31 

[9,10]. Simplifying even further, the dimensionality of the simulated system can be reduced. Examples of this 32 

include 2D CFD models [11], 1D process models with [12–14] and without [15] division in to different flow 33 

regions, and 0D block models for plant level modeling [16]. 34 

Each simplification and averaging may lose information and introduce error in the solution. Time-averaging 35 

loses the fluctuations of the fluidized bed, whereas space-averaging (i.e. coarse meshes or reduced dimensions) 36 

makes the flow more homogeneous, which filters out the fine structures. While in a homogeneous system this 37 

would not matter, the fluidized beds are known for their fluctuating heterogeneous flow structures, such as bubbles 38 

in bubbling fluidized beds and denser particle groups, i.e. clusters, in the circulating fluidized beds (CFB). 39 

Heterogeneity in this work is considered as non-uniformity in the particle and gas species distribution within a 40 

cross-sectional area perpendicular to the vertical axis of the riser. Using solid fuel combustion as an example, as 41 

the oxygen-carrying air is less likely to flow through dense particle concentrations, the gas is effectively by-passing 42 

parts of the solid fuel within these denser regions. A maldistribution of reactants due to this limited mixing reduces 43 

the amount of the reactions compared to the homogeneous mixture. In the averaging process the effect of 44 

heterogeneity on the reactions is not preserved and the reaction rates are likely to be higher similarly to the 45 

homogeneous models. Correction attempts have been made, for example in modeling of the momentum exchange 46 

between the phases, where sub-grid-scale models [17] are used. The effect of particle distributions on radiative 47 

heat transfer in CFBs was studied and models assuming homogeneous distributions were found to produce 48 

significant errors [18]. Similar corrections should be applied to reaction modeling. 49 
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Modeling of the reactions is often simplified, e.g. simulating overall reactions instead of elementary reactions 50 

and limiting the studied species. The mass transfer related to reactions is characterized with Sherwood number, 51 

and in fluidized beds this research is based on works of Frössling [19], Ranz and Marshall [20,21], Johnson [22] 52 

and Rowe et al [23] on the single droplets and particles. Kunii and Levenspiel [24], Gunn [25], and La Nauze et 53 

al [26] expanded this research to fixed and bubbling beds. Similar methods are applied to CFBs and reviewed by 54 

Breault [27]. Breault et al [28,29] developed a mass transfer model for a cluster in a riser. Zevenhoven et al [30] 55 

modeled mass transfer in CFB riser. Vollert et al [31] studied mass transfer in laboratory-scale CFB with NO 56 

oxidation. Cloete et al [32] modeled nickel oxide and methane reactions in a CFB reactor and Shuyan et al [33] 57 

modeled heat and mass transfer in clusters. Kashyap et al [34] measured and computed mass transfer from a 58 

laboratory-scale CFB. Varas et al [35] used time-averaged data from coupled CFD-DEM simulations on a CFB 59 

riser with a one-dimensional model to compute the mass transfer coefficients. 60 

This study investigates the modeled reaction rates in a small CFB reactor between homogeneous and 61 

heterogeneous distributions. Effects of the fluidization regime, reactivity of the fuel and the fuel inventory are 62 

studied. Detailed 3D data is generated by transient 3D CFD simulations with Ansys Fluent 19.2. The CFD results 63 

are averaged in space and time to produce 1D steady-state results that include the effect of heterogeneity. The 64 

averaged CFD results are compared with one-dimensionally solved reaction rates that assume homogeneous 65 

distributions of reactants. Compared to the previous studies, for example by Varas et al [35], the reactions are 66 

solved dynamically together with the hydrodynamics, including the effects flow heterogeneity on the mass 67 

transfer. The results show that the negligence of the heterogeneous flow structures can lead to significantly higher 68 

local and overall reaction rates and conversion in the system. This highlights the importance of acknowledging the 69 

heterogeneity that is inherent in fluidized beds. The assumption of homogeneous distributions in one-dimensional 70 

CFB models is still in use [36–38], especially as a first step in designing and studying new fluidized bed processes, 71 

thus one contribution of this work is to demonstrate the risks involved with applying such an approach. 72 
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2  Modeling 73 

2.1 Eulerian CFD model 74 

This work utilizes a three phase Eulerian modeling approach. The gas phase consists of N2, O2 and CO2. For 75 

simplicity, the fuel phase is considered as pure carbon while the bed phase is modeled as inert. The gas phase is 76 

modeled as laminar and no separate turbulence models are applied for the solids phases. 77 

The equations is this section are based on [39]. The continuity equations for the gas (g) phase and for the fuel 78 

(f) and bed (b) phases are given as 79 

( ) ( )g g g g g m,fgq
t

   


+   =


v  (1) 80 

( ) ( )b b b b b 0
t

   


+   =


v  (2) 81 

( ) ( )f f f f f m,fgq
t

   


+   = −


v  (3) 82 

where qm,fg represents the mass exchange term between the fuel and gas phases due to oxidation of the fuel 83 

carbon to gaseous CO2. The conservation of momentum for different phases are given as 84 

( ) ( ) ( )g g g g g g g g g g g sg g m,fg f gs
s

p K q
t

       


+  = −  +  + + − + +


ν ν ν g ν ν v F  (4) 85 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )b b b b b b b b b s b b gb g b fb f b bp p K K
t

       


+   = −  −  +   + + − + − +


ν ν ν g v ν ν ν F   (5) 86 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )f f f f f f f f f s f f fg g f fb b f m,fg f fp p K K q
t

       


+   = −  −  +   + + − + − − +


ν ν ν g v ν ν ν ν F (6) 87 

The stress tensor of the phases (s = f, b) is given as, 88 

( ) ( )g g g g g g g g
2
3

T I    =  +  +  v v v  (7)
 

89 

( ) ( )
2( )
3

T
s s s s s s s s s I     =  +  + −  v v v  (8)

 
90 

Appendix 1 presents the models applied in the kinetic theory of granular flows and momentum exchange 91 

modeling applied in this work. The conservation equation for species 𝑖 in the gas phase is given as 92 

( ) ( )g g gi i i iY Y S
t

 


+   =   +


v J  (9) 93 

where Yi is the mass fraction of species and Si is the source term from chemical reactions. Ignoring the thermal 94 

diffusion, the diffusion flux Ji arises from concentration gradients according to Fick’s law as 95 
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m,i i iD Y= − J  (10) 96 

where Dm,i is the mass diffusion coefficient for species 𝑖 in the mixture. 97 

2.2 Reaction model in CFD 98 

The reaction modeling is applied similarly to Vepsäläinen et al [40]. The carbon combustion is simplified to 99 

primary oxidation reaction of C (solid) + O2 (gas) → CO2 (gas). The reaction model is volumetric laminar finite-100 

rate, and the reaction rate is defined by the first-order rate function R. 101 

2eff OR ak C=  (11) 102 

where CO2 is the molar concentration of oxygen. The surface area of fuel per reactor volume is 103 

f f

p,f

6 ya
d


=  (12) 104 

where yf is the volume fraction of carbon within the fuel phase. The effective reaction rate keff coefficient 105 

including the effect of chemical kinetics kf and mass transfer is defined as 106 

ff

f m

1
1 1ek

k h

=

+

 (13) 107 

The local convective mass transfer coefficient hm is computed with Eq. 14 by using correlation in Eq. 15 for 108 

the Sherwood number with the local gas volume fraction and particle Reynolds number, 109 

2m,O
m

p.f

Sh
=

D
h

d
 (14) 110 

0.5

1/3
g

g

ReSh 2 0.69 Sc


 
= +   

 

 (15) 111 

where DO2 and dp,f present the diffusivity of oxygen and the diameter of the fuel particle, respectively.  112 

2.3 CFD case setup  113 

Figure 1 presents the geometry, 3D mesh and its 1D representation. The riser height is 1.8 m and diameter 0.11 114 

m. The mesh size was 66.000 cells, with an average cell size of 10 particle diameters. The model setup follows the 115 

values reported by Shah et al [41]. The hydrodynamical model frame was previously validated with measurements 116 
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by Nikku et al [42], with the same hydrodynamical modeling approach validated on other cases for example by 117 

Nikku et al [43]. The simulations were performed in parallel processing with 16 cores. 118 

A) B)

.

.

.

OUTLET

INLET

 119 

Figure 1. A) The used geometry with close ups of the mesh from the side and bottom. B) The 1D model. 120 

The mass flow inlet boundary at the bottom is common for all the phases to eliminate the macroscopic mixing 121 

of reactants entering from different inlets and to set homogeneous distribution of gas and solid phases at the inlet. 122 

The bed and fuel have same properties to prevent segregation. The air mass flow rate was defined for a desired 123 

fluidization velocity. User defined functions (UDF) were used for keeping the mass of the bed material constant 124 

and for the reactivity modeling (Eqs. 11-15). Only the inert bed material was returned to the riser through the inlet, 125 

unlike the fuel exiting through the pressure outlet. A constant fuel feeding mass flow rate was applied to simplify 126 

the analysis of effects of different parameters. For gas, a no-slip, no-diffusion boundary condition was used at the 127 

riser walls, whereas for the solid phases a specularity coefficient of 0.01 was applied. An incompressible ideal gas 128 

law in isothermal conditions was used in computation of the gas density. Thus, the gas density varied only as a 129 

function of the chemical composition. This negates any differences in the hydrodynamical conditions arising from 130 

temperature distributions affecting the local gas properties, which allows for better parametric study between 131 

different cases. A constant temperature of 900 °C was assigned to all phases across the domain and constant values 132 

of 45 × 10-6 kg m-1 s-1, and 132 × 10-6 m2 s-1 were set for the gas viscosity and oxygen diffusivity, respectively. 133 

Other simulation settings are listed in Table 1. 134 

Table 1. CFD model parameters. 135 
Bed material and fuel particle diameter (mm) 0.5 

Density of bed material and fuel particles (kg/m3) 2465 
Volume fraction at the inlet for bed material  

and fuel (-) 
0.19, 
0.01 
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Total mass of inert bed material in the riser (kg) 1.5 
Angle of internal friction () 30 

Packing limit (-) 0.63 
Friction packing limit (-) 0.61 

Coefficient of restitution (-) 0.9 
Time step (s) 0.001 

Number of iterations per time step 20 

From the initialization, the simulations were carried out until the flow fields and concentrations of fuel and 136 

species had stabilized. After this, the simulations were continued for a 30 s period and data was collected for time-137 

averaging. In total, 18 cases were simulated, as shown in Table 2, to study the effects of fuel inventory, chemical 138 

reactivity of the fuel, and fluidization velocity.  139 

Table 2. The simulation cases, divided with the investigated parameter. 140 
Reactivity vg0 (m/s) kf (m/s) qm,f (g/s) 

R1 4.0 0.01 3.5 
R2 4.0 0.02 3.5 
R3 4.0 0.5 3.5 
R4 4.0 1.0 3.5 

Fuel mass vg0 (m/s) kf (m/s) qm,f (g/s) 
F1 4.0 0.1 0.175 
F2 4.0 0.1 0.35 
F3 4.0 0.1 7.0 
F4 4.0 0.1 35.0 
F5 4.0 0.1 70.0 

 

Fluidization 
velocity vg0 (m/s) kf (m/s) qm,f (g/s) 

A1 4.0 0.01 35.0 
A2 4.0 0.1 3.50 
A3 4.0 1.0 0.35 
C1 3.0 0.01 26.2 
C2 3.0 0.1 2.62 
C3 3.0 1.0 0.26 
D1 5.0 0.01 43.6 
D2 5.0 0.1 4.36 
D3 5.0 1.0 0.44 

 

2.4 Time- and space-averaging of CFD results 141 

The CFD results from the time-averaging period were time- and space-averaged with following methods. The 142 

unweighted time-averaging was carried out for quantity f in each cell of the computational mesh as 143 

, , , ,
1

x y z x y z
t

f f dt
t



=
   (16) 144 

The unweighted time-averaged quantities are space-averaged over the volume of identical cylindrical discs 145 

along the height of the riser to form a 1D representation of 3D data. 146 

, ,
1

x y z
V

f f dV
V



=
   (17) 147 

To take into consideration the heterogeneous species distributions and flow fields inside the riser and the cross-148 

correlation of these quantities, mass flow weighted time- and space-averaging was used for the concentrations of 149 

the species. Hereafter, the double overbar indicates averaging over time and space 150 
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( )
( )

1

0

, ,

1 t

x y z
A t

Y Y dtdA
At




=   v
v

 (18) 151 

2.5 1D reactivity modelling 152 

While the effect of the 3D heterogeneous distributions on the reaction rates are obtained directly from the time- 153 

and space-averaged CFD results, a 1D model is used to calculate the carbon reaction rate with the assumption of 154 

homogeneous gas and particle distributions. Two different approach are taken, a 1D homogeneous approach, and 155 

a “3D” homogeneous approach. Both approaches are described in detail below. 156 

In the 1D homogeneous approach, the Sherwood number with homogeneous distributions Sh1D,hom is obtained 157 

with (Eq. 19) using the CFD computed time- and space-averaged volume fractions, while computing the other 158 

variables from the boundary conditions and parameters common with the CFD modeling. 159 

0.5

1/3
1D,hom g

g

ReSh 2 0.69 Sc


 
= +   

 

 (19)
 

160 

p g,1D g,1D
1D,hom

g,1D

Re
d 


=

v
 (20) 161 

where vg,1D = vg,0/ g . The mass transfer coefficient hm 1D,hom , the effective reaction rate coefficient keff 1D,hom , 162 

and the carbon reaction rate R1D,hom are computed as follows. 163 

21D,hom m,O
m1D,hom

p,f

Sh D
h

d
=  (21) 164 

eff 1D,hom
f m1D,hom

1
1 1

k
k h

=
+

 (22) 165 

2O ,1D g
1D,hom eff 1D,hom

i

Y
R k a

M


=  (23) 166 

The reaction rate depends on the concentration of oxygen YO2. A steady state profile of oxygen is solved with 167 

a 1D conservation equation (Eq. 24), which considers only the convection and the source term from the combustion 168 

reaction R, as the role of diffusion between the cells is negligible. The equations are solved by a finite volume 169 

method with first order upwind discretization scheme with boundary conditions in (Eq. 25). 170 

( )2

2

g g g O
O

d v Y
RM

dz

 
=  (24) 171 
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( )
00

max 0
z Y Y
z h dY dz

= → =


= → =
 (25) 172 

The 3D homogeneous approach utilizes a similar 1D framework as described with (Eq. 19-23) for solving the 173 

reaction rates by using the time- and space-averaged CFD results of velocity, density, gas volume fraction, 174 

Reynolds number and oxygen concentration for each 1D plane. With this method, the reaction rates are computed 175 

in post-processing and they are not coupled back to the CFD computations. This method illustrates the error in the 176 

reaction rates when ignoring the local variation of the reaction rates. 177 

The reaction rates are compared between the 3D heterogeneous, 3D homogeneous and 1D homogeneous 178 

assumptions as well as comparing the species profiles of 3D heterogeneous and 1D homogeneous assumptions.  179 

To quantify the level of heterogeneity affecting to the reactions, the simultaneous local concentrations of 180 

oxygen and fuel have to be considered as they both affect to the reaction rate and either of them can be the limiting 181 

factor. For comparison, the effect of homogeneously distributed quantities has to be acknowledged. The level of 182 

heterogeneity is defined as  183 

hom het

hom

R RH
R

−
=  (26) 184 

The reaction rates are utilized in the definition to directly indicate the effect on the reactions, rather than an 185 

indirect approach utilizing the non-uniformity of oxygen and fuel concentrations, which would have to be cross-186 

correlated together. This cross-correlation effect is acknowledged and visible in Eq. 11. 187 

Total oxygen conversion, presented in Eq. 27, is defined from inlet and outlet values: 188 

2 2

2

2

O ,in O ,out
O

O ,in

y y
X

y
−

=  (27) 189 

Oxygen conversion is used in instead of fuel, as the oxygen does not deposit in the reactor, unlike the fuel 190 

which forms an inventory. The role of the homogeneous 1D model is to produce perfectly homogeneous 191 

distributions in radial direction, rather than trying to represent the heterogeneity considering features such as 192 

division in to dense bed-freeboard [13] or core-annulus flow structure [14], thus, already attempting to mitigate 193 

the assumption of homogeneity in 1D models. The modeled cases represent fully homogeneous and heterogeneous 194 
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approaches, with the results of intermediate modeling approaches (for example 1.5D, 2D) likely falling between 195 

the two presented approaches. 196 

3 Results and Discussions 197 

Figure 2 presents instantaneous profiles and the time-averaged contours of the volume fractions of fuel and 198 

bed, and CO2 and O2 mass fractions in a vertical cross-section for a single case (R1). The instantaneous figures 199 

show uneven distributions of gas species and solid phases. The time-averaged profiles are much smoother and 200 

symmetrical when compared with the instantaneous ones. Still, the species are not homogeneously distributed, the 201 

time-averaged concentrations of solid phases are higher near the wall and more dilute at the core, displaying the 202 

so-called core-annulus- flow structure. Figure 3 presents the instantaneous and time-averaged Sherwood number 203 

and reaction source term distributions. The majority of the reactions take place in the bottom part of the riser and 204 

in the vicinity of the wall layer where the concentrations of fuel and oxygen are the highest. This can also be seen 205 

in profiles of O2 as consumption and as production of CO2. There is limited radial mixing of gas, visible as O2 rich 206 

core and O2 depleted wall layer, and vice versa with CO2. This causes the highest time-averaged reaction source 207 

values to be located on the interface of high O2 and fuel concentrations. The presented figures are case-specific, 208 

but they are still prime examples of the heterogeneity in fluidized beds that arise even with homogeneous boundary 209 

conditions and without the modeling of turbulence. 210 

Figure 4 illustrates the variation of instantaneous reactions for each computational cell compared to the time 211 

and time- and space-averaged reaction rates. The instantaneous values show larger variations due to the spatial 212 

and temporal fluctuations in the concentrations of species and velocities. Time-averaging loses the fluctuations, 213 

hence, the variations are smaller. With the time- and space-averaged values there is no variation within a given 214 

height of the reactor, as the local values are lost and differences only exist between different heights. These 215 

averages still describe the overall process correctly, if the heterogeneity was originally considered. The following 216 

chapters show, how the results may change if the heterogeneity has not been correctly considered. 217 
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Figure 2. CFD results of a single time step (inst) compared time-
averaged (ave) results for volume fractions of fuel and bed, and 
species mass fractions of O2 and CO2. 

 

Figure 3. CFD results of instantaneous (inst) and 
time-averaged (ave) Sherwood number and the 
reaction source term (kmol m-3 s-1). 

 218 
Figure 4. Example of instantaneous, time-averaged and time- and space-averaged reaction rates in kmol m-3 s-1. 219 

3.1 Effect of the chemical reactivity of the fuel 220 

The effect of the chemical reactivity of the fuel is illustrated in Figure 5 with five otherwise identical cases 221 

except for the chemical reactivity of the fuel (cases A2 and R1-R4). This shows how the higher reactivity leads to 222 

increased conversion as well as larger differences between the species profiles of the homogeneous and 223 

heterogeneous assumptions. The overall values are reported in Table 3. With low reactivity, the conversion is low 224 

and the majority of the fuel and oxygen are transported out of the reactor. In actual CFB reactors, the recirculation 225 

of the fuel would mitigate this problem.  226 

Table 3. The effect of the chemical reactivity of the fuel on overall results. 227 
Case kf 

(m/s) 
mf 
(g) 

Fuelout/Fuelin 
(-) 

X3D,het 
(-) 

X1D,hom 
(-) 

R3D,het 
(kmol/(m³s)) 

R3D,hom 
(kmol/(m³s)) 

R1D,hom 
(kmol/(m³s)) 

H3D 
(-) 

H1D 
(-) 

R1 0.01 104.5 0.99 0.118 0.124 0.513 0.567 0.576 0.095 0.110 
R2 0.02 97.1 0.95 0.209 0.226 0.917 1.030 1.056 0.110 0.132 
A2 0.1 85.5 0.82 0.543 0.630 2.514 2.921 2.943 0.139 0.146 
R3 0.5 69.7 0.77 0.881 0.970 4.081 5.569 4.532 0.267 0.100 
R4 1.0 71.0 0.72 0.933 0.991 4.326 6.166 4.631 0.298 0.066 
 228 
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The heterogeneity, defined as relative difference of reaction rates between the homogeneous and the 229 

heterogeneous results, increase with the chemical reactivity as seen on Table 3. The vertical distribution is visible 230 

in Figure 6 through absolute differences in the reaction rates, where the absolute differences are utilized for the 231 

convenience of plotting. Larger reaction rates occur in the lower reactor where the concentrations of oxygen and 232 

fuel and the level of heterogeneity are high, with the reaction rates dropping higher in the riser due to limited fuel 233 

concentrations. Both homogeneous assumptions overestimate the local reaction rates compared to the 234 

heterogeneous assumption. The exceptions are cases of high reactivity, where the 1D homogeneous reactions in 235 

lower reactor consume majority of the oxygen resulting to lower reaction rates in upper riser than with the 236 

heterogeneous case. As the 3D homogeneous assumption computes the reaction rates using the O2 concentrations 237 

from the CFD results, this approach is closer to the heterogeneous assumption results, while always overestimating 238 

the local reaction rate. The total conversion and reactor average reaction rates are always higher for both 239 

homogeneous assumptions. 240 

The conversion is linearly proportional to the average reaction rate in the riser, which increases with a 241 

logarithmic relation with respect to the reactivity of the fuel. The increasing chemical reactivity reduces the fuel 242 

inventory in the system, which in general decreases the reaction rate (demonstrated in the following chapter), but 243 

this effect is negligible compared to the increased reaction rate due to the increasing chemical reactivity of the 244 

fuel. Figure 7 presents the differences in the O2 conversion between the assumptions. The differences are non-245 

linear, with the kf = 0.1 offering the largest difference of 14 % and the differences decrease as the conversion 246 

approaches 0 or 1. This is expected, as the heterogeneity plays a smaller role in cases where the low chemical 247 

reactivity of the fuel is limiting the reactions. Similarly, in cases where the conversion with the homogeneous 248 

assumption is already close to the theoretical maximum, the results with homogeneous and heterogeneous 249 

assumption are approaching each other. 250 
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 251 
Figure 5. The effect of the chemical reactivity of the fuel on the reaction rates with different assumptions. 252 

 253 
Figure 6. The differences in reaction rates between homogeneous and heterogeneous assumptions with different reactivity 254 

of the fuel. 255 

 256 
Figure 7. Effects of chemical reactivity of the fuel on the oxygen conversion and conversion difference. 257 

3.2 The effect of fuel inventory 258 

The effect of the fuel inventory was studied by varying the inlet mass flow rate of the fuel and allowing the 259 

system to develop the fuel inventory and reach a pseudo-steady-state operations. As pointed out earlier, also the 260 

chemical reactivity of the fuel affects the formation of the fuel inventory, hence a constant chemical reactivity for 261 

the fuel was used. The results for cases A2 and F1-F5 are presented and compared in Figure 8 with reaction rate 262 
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and gas species profiles, Figure 9 with differences between reaction profiles, Figure 10 and Table 4 with reactor 263 

average and profiles of reaction rates, conversion and its differences between the assumptions. Increases in the 264 

fuel feeding cause a linear increase in the fuel inventory and a logarithmic increase in the share of the fuel exiting 265 

the reactor, the average reaction rates and conversion. The differences in the conversion with different assumptions 266 

increase rapidly at first, then reach a maximum and then decrease. This trend is clearly visible even with the limited 267 

amount of data points, similar to behavior observed in Figure 7. The reasons for this behavior are similar, in cases 268 

with low amount of fuel, which leads to low conversion, the differences between the assumptions are small as 269 

mass transfer plays a minor role. As the reactor is saturated by fuel, the oxygen always finds plenty of fuel to react 270 

with, leading to high conversion with both assumptions and, as discussed earlier, large differences are not 271 

observed. Large local differences are observed in the reaction rate profiles, while the results over the reactor are 272 

highly similar. This is also visible from the heterogeneity level results of 1D homogeneous approach, which 273 

behaves similarly to conversion difference. The mass transfer plays the dominant role when the amounts of the 274 

reactants are more comparable with each other and mixing in the reactor is limiting the conversion.  275 

Table 4. The effect of the fuel mass on the ratio of fuel exiting the reactor, oxygen conversion and averaged reaction rates. 276 
Fuel 
mass 

qm,f 
(g/s] 

mf 
(g) 

Fuelout/Fuelin  
(-) 

X3D,het 
(-) 

X1D,hom 
(-) 

R3D,het 
(kmol/(m³s)) 

R3D,hom 
(kmol/(m³s)) 

R1D,hom 
(kmol/(m³s)) 

H3D 
(-) 

H1D 
(-) 

F1 0.175 7.67 0.50 0.079 0.085 0.346 0.389 0.395 0.111 0.124 
F2 0.35 13.7 0.63 0.136 0.150 0.593 0.686 0.701 0.136 0.154 
A2 3.5 85.5 0.82 0.543 0.630 2.514 2.921 2.943 0.139 0.146 
F3 7.0 148.5 0.85 0.712 0.836 3.344 4.108 3.907 0.186 0.144 
F4 35.0 614.0 0.98 0.975 0.99935 4.544 6.937 4.752 0.345 0.044 
F5 70.0 980.9 0.96 0.993 0.99999 4.638 7.531 4.674 0.384 0.008 
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 277 
Figure 8. The effect of the fuel inventory, with the fuel mass reported compared to the case A2 (100%). The reaction rates 278 

with different assumptions and the resulting oxygen and carbon dioxide profiles. 279 

 280 
Figure 9. The differences in reaction rates between the homogeneous and the heterogeneous assumptions with different fuel 281 

inventories. 282 

 283 
Figure 10. Relation of fuel inventory to heterogeneous conversion and conversion difference. 284 

3.3 The effect of gas velocity 285 

The superficial fluidization velocity changes the reactor hydrodynamics significantly. Examples of the flow 286 

profiles for the 3 and 5 m/s cases are presented in Figure 11. Compared with Figure 2, the 3 m/s cases represent a 287 

turbulent bed rather than a fast bed. In the 5 m/s case, the solid material is more evenly distributed vertically, with 288 
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the solids and gas moving faster through the riser and having less time to react. The stoichiometry (molar ratio of 289 

oxygen to fuel) was kept constant between the different fluidization velocities, 0.029, 0.29 and 2.9, with respect 290 

to the changing chemical reactivity of the fuel of 0.01, 0.1 and 1.0 m/s. The resulting process parameters are 291 

presented in Table 5. High oxygen conversion is observed with 3 m/s cases, except with the highest chemical 292 

reactivity of the fuel, where the fuel inventory is very low and the amount of available fuel is limiting the 293 

conversion. For the 4 m/s cases, there are high shares of fuel exiting the riser and as well as low conversion values, 294 

and even further reduced reactor performance with 5 m/s due to faster elutriation of fuel.  295 

 296 
Figure 11. Examples of the effects of the fluidization velocity on the CFD results of a single time step (inst) and time 297 

averaged (ave) results of volume fractions of fuel and bed, and species mass fractions of O2 and CO2. 298 

Table 5. The effect of the fluidization velocity on the fuel inventory, ratio of fuel exiting the reactor, oxygen conversion and 299 
reactor averaged reaction rates. Cases 1 have kf = 0.01, cases 2 kf = 0.1 and cases 3 kf = 1.0. 300 

Case vg0 
(m/s) 

mf 
(g) 

Fuelout/Fuelin 
(-) 

X3D,het 
(-) 

X1D,hom 
(-) 

R3D,het 
(kmol/(m³s)) 

R3D,hom 
(kmol/(m³s)) 

R1D,hom  
(kmol/(m³s)) 

H3D 
(-) 

H1D 
(-) 

C1 3.0 3025 0.84 0.912 0.995 3.172 5.012 3.488 0.367 0.091 
A1 4.0 660 0.99 0.487 0.577 2.181 2.658 2.694 0.182 0.192 
D1 5.0 138 0.99 0.126 0.131 0.682 0.752 0.766 0.092 0.109 
C2 3.0 1072 0.04 0.996 0.9999 3.493 5.974 3.505 0.415 0.003 
A2 4.0 86 0.82 0.543 0.630 2.514 2.921 2.943 0.139 0.146 
D2 5.0 20 0.96 0.157 0.172 0.856 0.979 1.004 0.126 0.147 
C3 3.0 8 0.00 0.383 0.524 1.272 1.841 1.836 0.309 0.307 
A3 4.0 6 0.24 0.294 0.360 1.289 1.658 1.680 0.223 0.233 
D3 5.0 3 0.68 0.118 0.138 0.640 0.797 0.806 0.197 0.206 

Figure 12 presents the differences in reaction rate profiles and Figure 13 shows the changes in the O2 profiles. 301 

Figure 14 presents the effect of fluidization velocity on the O2 conversion and the conversion differences between 302 

the assumptions. Differences with the O2 and the reaction rate profiles are similar to previously presented. 303 
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Homogeneous model produces larger local reaction rates in the dense region and the oxygen conversion is higher. 304 

The local reaction rates of the 1D homogeneous model can fall below the heterogeneous values, while the reactor 305 

average reaction rates are always higher with the homogeneous approaches. Increased chemical reactivity of the 306 

fuel reduced differences between the different velocities, though this effect is largely due to having more similar 307 

fuel inventories as well as the stoichiometry, which makes the cases more comparable. The mass transfer 308 

limitations are more clearly visible with the higher reactivity values, as the reactor is not saturated with fuel. 309 

Similarly, the differences between the homogeneous and heterogeneous assumptions are larger with 4 m/s, and 310 

the reduction in the differences with 5 m/s is related to the smaller fuel inventories, which reduced the role of mass 311 

transfer as observed in the previous chapter. Compared to 3 m/s, the conversion profiles of 4 and 5 m/s cases are 312 

more even as the reactions are also distributed to the upper parts of the riser. 313 

Increases in the fluidization velocity reduce the fuel inventory and accelerate the fuel transport out of the 314 

reactor, which lowers the reaction rates and conversion. With the 5 m/s, a significant amount of fuel is elutriated 315 

out of the reactor even with the highest chemical reactivity values, which is indicative of limited time for mixing 316 

and reactions. The problem of low fluidization velocities is high accumulation of the fuel inventory, which in 317 

practice is not desired, for example due to increased pressure drop in the riser. The presented cases are not thus 318 

realistic, but rather aim to describe the phenomena involved. Obviously, the ratio of fuel to air should be controlled 319 

case dependently and dynamically to ensure stable reactor operations at acceptable pressure drop, temperature and 320 

conversion levels.  321 
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 322 
Figure 12. The differences in reaction rates with different fluidization velocities and chemical reactivity values of the fuel. 323 

 324 
Figure 13. The oxygen mass fraction profiles with different fluidization velocities and chemical reactivity of the fuel. 325 

 326 
Figure 14. Effects of fluidization velocity with different chemical reactivity values on the heterogeneous oxygen conversion 327 

and conversion difference between the assumptions. 328 
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4 Conclusions and Remarks 329 

The studied small-scale calculation cases clearly indicate that the negligence of the heterogeneity leads to 330 

overestimation of local reaction rates up to 58 % and overall conversion of the reactants by 0.3 to 27 %. The reactor 331 

average reaction rates are up to 31 % higher with a 1D homogeneous model compared to heterogeneous results. 332 

Overestimation of reaction rates in the bottom region of the fluidized bed may lead to estimation of significantly 333 

higher bed temperatures and errors in other quantities affected by the reaction rates. As the reaction rates are 334 

heavily affected by, for example, the system geometry, fluidization regime, the properties of the fluid, bed material, 335 

and fuel, these results are case-specific but they illustrate the importance of acknowledging the heterogeneity that 336 

is inherent in gas-solid fluidized beds. As a result, the magnitude of differences affecting the process conditions 337 

and needed corrections should be investigated further as they are essential when developing and validating models 338 

that utilize approaches that contain significant simplifications. It is therefore important to acknowledge that there 339 

might be a large difference when modeling with reduced number of spatial dimensions or using large 340 

computational cells in three-dimensional modeling. These differences could be mitigated, for example, by 341 

applying correction functions.  342 

Based on this study, the least affected by the heterogeneity are the cases with significant disproportioning 343 

between the reactants, i.e. lean fuel or oxygen cases. Moreover, in cases where the conversion is very low, 344 

negligence of heterogeneity does not produce significant differences in the results in the reactor-scale. In other 345 

cases, where the proportions of reactants are more comparable, the limitations of mixing are more apparent and 346 

their negligence leads to significantly higher differences between homogeneous and heterogeneous approaches. 347 

The presented work contains several simplifications and assumptions. As the purpose of this research is to 348 

discuss the role of mixing, these simplifications were considered necessary to limit the complexity of the analysis 349 

and presentation. Future research could further study the role of the aspects neglected in this research, such as the 350 

effect of the local temperature levels on the local reaction rates. Additionally, future work could focus on providing 351 

generally applicable corrections to account for the heterogeneity in simplified models. 352 
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Nomenclature 358 

A area       m2 359 

ac apparent surface area of fuel particles per volume m-1 360 

C concentration      mol m-3 361 

CD drag coefficient      - 362 

Dm mass diffusion coefficient    m² s-1 363 

dp particle diameter     m 364 

e coefficient      - 365 

F body force      kg m-2 s-2 366 

f quantity      - 367 

g gravitational acceleration    m s-2 368 

g0 radial distribution     - 369 

H heterogeneity; relative difference in reaction rates - 370 

h height       m 371 

hm mass transfer coefficient    m s-1 372 

I second invariant of the deviator of the strain rate tensor s-2 373 

J diffusion flux      kg m-2 s-1 374 

K momentum transfer coefficient    kg m-3 s-1 375 

k chemical reactivity     m s-1 376 

keff effective reaction rate     m s-1 377 

M molar mass      kg mol-1 378 
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p pressure      Pa 379 

qm mass flow rate      kg s-1 380 

R reaction source term     mol m-3 s-1 381 

Re Reynolds number      - 382 

S source term      kg m-3 s-1 383 

Sc Schmidt number     - 384 

Sh Sherwood number     - 385 

t time       s 386 

V volume       m3 387 

v velocity       m s-1 388 

X conversion ratio      - 389 

Y mass fraction of species     - 390 

y volume fraction of species in phase   - 391 

 volume fraction      - 392 

 bulk viscosity      Pa s 393 

 viscosity      kg s-1 m-1 394 

 stress tensor      Pa 395 

 density       kg m-3 396 

 granular temperature     m2 s-2 397 

 granular conductivity     kg m-1 s-1 398 

 dissipation of granular energy    kg m-3 s-1 399 

Subscripts 400 

0   superficial, initial 401 

0D/1D/2D/3D zero/one/two/three-dimensional 402 

b   bed 403 

f   fuel 404 
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fri   frictional 405 

g   gas 406 

het   heterogeneous 407 

hom   homogeneous 408 

i   index 409 

m   mass 410 

s   solid 411 

ss   restitution between solid phases 412 

x,y,z   dimensions 413 

 414 

Appendix 1. Models and parameters used in the kinetic theory for granular flow. 415 

Model description Reference 
Gidaspow gas-solid momentum exchange 
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Symmetric Syamlal-O´Brien solid-solid momentum exchange
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Solid phase pressure  

 s s s s ss 0 s1 2(1 )p e g   = + +
 

[46] 

Shear viscosity for solids phases: µs = µs,col + µs,kin + µs,fr  
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fr
s,fr

2D

sin
2
p

I


 =

 

[47] 

Bulk viscosity for solid phases  

s
s s s s 0

4 (1 )
3

d g e 
  


= +

 

[46] 

Conservation equation for the granular temperature 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )s s s s s s s s s s s s s
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2 sip I
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[46] 

Collisional dissipation of energy  
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[46] 

Exchange of kinetic energy between phases s and i : 

 3si si sK = − 

 

[39] 

 416 
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